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Your current BDR system doesn’t 
BACKUP YOUR ENTIRE MACHINE

Your current BDR system doesn’t retain a 
FULL YEAR’S BACKUPS

Your current BDR system doesn’t AUTOMATICALLY 
KEEP BOTH ON-SITE AND OFF-SITE COPIES OF 
YOUR BACKUPS

Your current BDR system doesn’t provide you with 
SECURE ENCRYPTED OFF-SITE STORAGE

Your current BDR system can’t make a BACKUP WHILE 
YOUR USERS CONTINUE WORKING

Your current BDR system can’t RESTORE TO A COMPLETELY 
EMPTY/DIFFERENT computer

07Your current BDR system isn’t being ACTIVELY MONITORED 
to insure your backups are complete and can be restored



01Your current BDR system doesn’t 
BACKUP YOUR ENTIRE machine

To allow for both a rapid and complete recovery from a catastrophic event (� re, � ood, tornado, hurri-
cane, theft, etc.) or a non-catastrophic event (hardware failure, software bug, virus/malware infection,  
user error, etc.) you must have a complete (100%) copy of your machine if you want to recover quickly.  

If your backup software only backs up selected folders (like the screen-shot below), you will be missing im-
portant information.  It is very easy for data to get stored in a folder that has not been selected (new folders, 
software upgrades, etc.).  When this happens, that data won’t be backed up and you won’t know, until it is 
too late.  

If you don’t backup your applications along with 
your data and then experience a catastrophic  
event, you will have a very di�  cult time recon-
structing your system back to it’s pre-failure state.  
This is because your copies of your application 
CD-ROMs will almost certainly be destroyed along 
with your machine.  Sure, you can purchase new 
ones; but that will take additional time, will add to 
your cost of recovery, and may require sta�  retrain-
ing due to required software version upgrades (i.e. 
the version you were running is no longer for sale). 

Another shortcoming of partial machine backups 
becomes evident when you need to restore your 
system due to a non-catastrophic event.  First you 
are forced to reinstall Microsoft Windows, then 
Windows updates, then your applications, all be-
fore being able to restore your data.  This process 
can easily take days to complete and normally you 
will pay $100+/hour to a service technician for this 
type of work.  More importantly, your system will 
be completely down until the process is completed 
and we can tell you from experience you can never restore the machine back to its exact pre-failure state us-
ing this method.

Solution

SHADOWSAFE takes complete (100%)  snapshot images of your entire machine.  Restoring a backup image 
restores the entire machine back exactly to the state it was in when the snapshot was taken.  A complete 
restore from any point-in-time backup of a 100GB machine can be accomplished in about two (2) hours and 
can even been done remotely.

Partial backups are bad, complete backups are good



02Your current BDR system doesn’t retain a 
FULL YEAR’S BACKUPS

In most organizations there are processes that only happen monthly, quarterly, or annually.  If there is a 
problem with your application or data � les that are used during these processes, you may not know it 
until the next month-, quarter- or year-end occurs.  When this happens you need to be able to depend on 

your backup system to provide you with a point-in-time image of exactly what your machine looked like a 
month, quarter or even a full year ago.  Backups that only provide you with a week’s (or month’s look-back) 
just won’t help if you encounter this type of problem.  You need a backup system that can provide you with 
an exact copy of what your machine looked like on any given day.

Users  often don’t discover that there is a problem with a � le or an application until days, weeks, or even 
months after it actually occurs.  If you current backup system can’t recover � les/folders from any point-in-
time backup (for at least a year), you run the risk of losing important information.

Solution
SHADOWSAFE keeps daily incremental backups (for at least a year) of exactly what your machine looked like at 
the exact time a point-in-time snapshot (backup) is taken.  Restoring a backup image restores the entire ma-
chine back exactly to the state it was in when the snapshot was taken.  If you only need to restore individual 
� les/folders, you can mount any day’s point-in-time SHADOWSAFE backup and browse to the � les/folders you 
wish to restore.  With SHADOWSAFE you get image backups that support both image restores and individual 
� le/folder restores in a single easy to manage solution.  Nothing could be easier.

Point-in-time backups are maintained for at least one full year



03
If you only have an on-site backup, you can’t recover from a catastrophic event.  If you only have an o� -site 

backup you can’t quickly recover from a non-catastrophic event.  A comprehensive backup and disaster 
recovery solution must provide you with both on-site and o� -site backups and it must keep these syn-

chronized at least daily.  It is virtually impossible to keep  up-to-date on-site and o� -site backups with a man-
ual system (i.e. swapping external hard drives or � ash drives).  People get 
sick, take vacations, get busy, and often timely backups get overlooked 
because their importance isn’t well understood.  Only an automated 
system can give you the 365/24/7 coverage required to protect your vital 
business information.

To keep both on-site and o� -site copies of daily backups for an entire system requires a very intelligent 
backup solution that is able to track changes to your sys-
tem not at the � le level, but at a much lower level (block 
level).  That way a small change to a large � le only requires 
the backup software to copy the changed blocks and not 
the entire � le.  This also insures that even modest Internet 
connections can be utilized to upload your daily backups.  
Backup systems that are based on tracking changed  � les 
(not blocks), must upload an entire � le (or database) even 
if only  a small amount of information in the � le actually 

changed.  This can 
often overwhelm a 
moderately priced 
Internet connection and force you to upgrade to a faster  (and more 
expensive) connection before it is really necessary.

Backup systems that only keep o� -site copies of your backups are a 
really bad design because you must upload all your information (which 
can take weeks or even months) across your Internet connection and 
until it completes you don’t really have a disaster recovery solution.  The 
real problem with an o� -site only backup is revealed when you need to 
do a complete machine restore.  You must download all your informa-
tion across your Internet connection which can easily take days or even 

weeks to complete.  Since most businesses aren’t prepared to be down for weeks, o� -site only backup solu-
tions aren’t really viable (although it might work for a home computer).

Solution
SHADOWSAFE always maintains complete on-site and o� -site full backup images of your system.  Your initial 
full backup is written to an external drive, shipped to us, and loaded into the servers at our data center.  Then 
we take (at least) daily incremental backups (which are uploaded over your Internet connection) to keep the 
backups synchronized.  Every year we refresh the full backup and repeat the process.

on-site backup

o� -site backup

Your current BDR system doesn’t AUTOMATICALLY KEEP 
BOTH ON-SITE AND OFF-SITE COPIES OF YOUR BACKUPS



Your current BDR system doesn’t provide you with 
SECURE ENCRYPTED OFF-SITE STORAGE 04

If your organization deals with legal, � nancial, or medical information you have an even greater obligation 
to protect that information.  Even if you don’t have a legal requirement to store your backups in encrypt-
ed o� -site storage, do you want to take any chances with your backups?  A proper secure o� -site storage 

provider must provide the following: 

Transfer your data across your Internet connection using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption.  Transfer-• 
ring of unencrypted data across an unencrypted Internet connection won’t provide you with the security 
you need to protect your data.

Store your backups in a secure encrypted format (AES-256 or above).  While most vendors secure your • 
data while it is being transferred to them many don’t encrypt your data while it is stored on their servers 
(they depend on system security alone).  This means your data is one security breach away from being 
stolen.

Utilize an encryption key that is unique to you.  Encrypting all user’s data with a single system-wide • 
encryption key is just not good enough.  You should insist that your data is encrypted with an encryption 
key that is unique to your individual account.  That way a security breach requires the “bad guys” to break 
each encryption key individually. 

Only allow access to data to those people that you speci� cally designate.  Your information should be • 
available to you and to anyone that you designate.  You should be able to share information with the us-
ers that you speci� cally choose.

Secure Encrypted Unique Keys Shareable

Solution
SHADOWSAFE provides every user with a login/password, a unique encryption key, encrypts user’s data (using 
SSL) while it is being transferred across the Internet, encrypts user’s data (AES-256) while it is stored on our 
servers, and allows users to control access to their data by issuing keys and sharing folders with other vitalE-
safe users.



05Your current BDR system can’t MAKE A BACKUP WHILE 
YOUR USERS CONTINUE WORKING

Many backup solutions aren’t built to make backups of your system unless everyone closes all pro-
grams and shuts down all database applications (i.e. MS SQL, Oracle, Sybase, Pervasive databases, 
MS Exchange email, etc).  Shutting down ap-

plications to make a backup and then restarting them is 
very disruptive and requires signi� cant technical exper-
tise to accomplish properly.  This type of backup almost 
always results in your being limited to only taking back-
ups during non-business hours.  If you are running in 
an environment where shutting down isn’t an option 
(Exchange email server, multi-shift manufacturing, or 
medical/dental o�  ces are good examples) then some-
thing must give.  Either you don’t take timely backups 
or you lose productivity each and every day while back-
ups are being taken and your system is o�  ine.  As your 
business grows, this type of backup can quickly become 
a real hindrance to productivity and can lead to a major 
downtime or data loss.

Solution
SHADOWSAFE can backup your system without shutting down.  It can make “hot” backups of MS SQL, Oracle, 
Sybase, and Pervasive databases.  SHADOWSAFE can backup Microsoft Exchange email without the disruption 
of shutting it down and restarting it when � nished.  It can even make point-in-time backups of open � les 

that are currently being modi� ed by your users.  While most sites 
will � nd that daily backups provide an excellent level of protec-
tion, if your environment requires it, SHADOWSAFE can take point-
in-time backup images as frequently as every 15 minutes!  You 
can even con� gure separate machines to take backups on di� er-
ent schedules.  Example: you might choose to backup your MS 
Exchange email server every 2 hours but backup your applica-
tion server only once per day.  Since SHADOWSAFE always initially 
backs up to local disk storage, you can schedule your uploads (to 
vitalEsafe secure storage) to run after-hours so they don’t tie up 
your Internet connection during the day.  That also means you 
get good local backups even if your Internet connection is tem-
porarily down.

Technical Notes
Some older software/database versions that don’t fully support Microsoft’s Volume Shadowing Services 
(VSS) may require additional setup or additional software so that they can be backed up “hot” (without shut-
ting down).

SHADOWSAFE is fast!

SHADOWSAFE doesn’t require users to stop 
working to take complete backups 



06Your current BDR system can’t RESTORE TO A COMPLETELY 
EMPTY/DIFFERENT COMPUTER

This is the primary di� erence between a backup system and a disaster recovery 
system.  Systems that are designed primarily for backup can provide you with 
a way to restore individual � les/folders when needed.  When you experience a 

catastrophic or non-catastrophic event you � nd that they are not a good disaster re-
covery solution because the data isn’t in a format that can easily be restored to emp-
ty/di� erent hardware.  Just taking an image of your machine isn’t a solution either 
because you will � nd that it can only be restored to EXACTLY same hardware that was 
running before the failure (something that is virtually impossible if your computer is 
destroyed).  O� -site only backup systems have no chance of restoring to an empty 
computer (an empty computer doesn’t even have Windows installed)  because the 
computer must be up and running before they can connect to the Internet to even 
begin downloading a backup.

Solution
SHADOWSAFE stores it’s backup copies in a unique format that allows you to utilize our 
bootable Recovery Environment CD-ROM to restore to almost any computer system.  If 
you are restoring to the same system (due to a hard drive failure, etc.) you just restore all 
your volumes from your on-site copy.  If you are restoring to a di� erent computer (old 
computer was destroyed or you are upgrading), you just select Hardware Independent 
Restore (HIR) during the restore process and when the machine it � rst booted it will 
discover the new hardware just like an initial installation of Windows.

Technical Notes
You can use HIR to migrate a physical machine to a virtual machine (VMware or Microsoft Hyper-V), a • 
virtual machine to a physical machine, or a physical machine to a di� erent physical machine.  No other 
solution provides you with this much � exibility as a single easy-to-use service.

SHADOWSAFE•  has another unique ability that can get you back up and running quickly.  SHADOWSAFE 
backup images can be booted directly in Oracle’s VirtualBox free virtualization environment.  You can 
boot a SHADOWSAFE backup on properly con� gured machine in less than 5 minutes.

SHADOWSAFE supports these popular virtual environments:

       

Hardware Independent 
Recovery (HIR)

No Windows required



07Your current BDR system isn’t being ACTIVELY MONITORED
to insure your backups are complete and can be restored

While reasons 1-6 are extremely important, 
this may be the most important reason 
you should consider replacing your cur-

rent BDR system.  To be truly e� ective BDR systems 
must be actively monitored and the integrity of the 
backups must be tested to make sure that they are 
ready when needed.  Many users have implemented 
backup systems only to � nd that when they really 
needed them, they weren’t functioning properly or 
important data wasn’t included in the backup.  Un-
less you have full-time in-house IT personnel whose 
job it is to do this monitoring and testing, it is almost 
certain that this very important task is not getting 
done.

Solution
SHADOWSAFE has a multi-tiered solution to this problem that includes both software and personnel.  First all 
backups are tested for integrity immediately after they are taken and are re-tested every seven (7) days by 

a background service that is always running on the client’s sys-
tem.   Email alerts are sent when backups or veri� cation runs fail 
and appropriate action is taken.  Often the problem is addressed 
and � xed without any end-user intervention being required.  Daily 
reports show vitalEsafe personnel which customer’s systems were 
not backed up in the last 24 hours and a follow-up check is done to 
determine the cause (Internet connection down, external hard drive 
disconnection/failure, machine down, etc.).  If warranted, a manual 
backup run can be triggered to update the user’s on-site and o� -site 
backup copies.

Uploaded backups are also periodically tested for integrity to insure 
that the o� site backup copy is in working order and complete.

Backups & uploads are actively monitored



Having a comprehensive backup and disaster recovery (BDR) plan can mean the di� erence between 
your company surviving a disaster and being out of business.  Don’t take our word for it, several ex-
haustive studies have shown this to be true.  

“According to a University of Texas study, 94% of companies su� ering a cata-
strophic data loss will not survive, 43% close immediately, and 51% close within 
two years“.  

While you would think that those statistics alone would be enough to motivate business owners to act,  ap-
parently it is not.

“According to the Journal of Accountancy, more than 60% of U.S. small busi-
nesses do not have a formal emergency-response plan and fail to back up their 
� nancial data o� -site, leaving them vulnerable to catastrophic data loss in the 
event of a natural disaster”.

In our opinion the biggest barrier to implementing a  compre-
hensive BDR solution is that it requires technical skills beyond 
those present in most small to medium size businesses that lack 
full-time IT personnel.  Many businesses place a complete and 
blind trust in their hardware provider, but very few hardware 
providers are actually installing a BDR for the clients because 
it is just not their area of expertise.  To create a comprehensive 
BDR there are a myriad of choices that must be made (backup 
software, on-site backup hardware, o� -site backup storage, 
encryption techniques, security, etc.) and selecting each one 
requires a full understanding of the technical limitations of each 
choice and how those limitations impacts both the ability to 
recover information and the time/cost required to accomplish 
full recovery.  Basically you need an expert to design/install your 
BDR, but they are often di�  cult to � nd.

Solution
SHADOWSAFE has been designed by computer professionals with over 30 years of experience supporting 
small and medium-sized organizations.  We designed a backup and disaster recovery solution with the 
knowledge that it must meet all seven (7) of the requirements outlined previously and it must require a very 
limited amount of end-user interaction.  SHADOWSAFE is a complete turn-key backup and disaster recovery 
solution as a service.  There are no choices required and there is never anything to purchase because every-
thing that is required (software, hardware, o� -site storage, installation, training, support) are all included 
in your subscription.  SHADOWSAFE can grow as you grow without requiring major structural or operational 
changes.

A comprehensive backup and disaster recovery plan may 
well determine the very future of your business



What our customers and resellers are saying about 
SHADOWSAFE

“We have been using SHADOWSAFE since July 2010 (doing 4 backups per day). In that time, we have had to restore 
a single folder that was inadvertently deleted and not noticed for a couple of days. The restoration was a snap (way 
simpler than the procedure we used to have to do in restoring from our o� site backup). 

Additionally, because we were skeptical of the restoration process to another server, we restored the image of our 
server to a completely di� erent machine (a so-called “bare metal” restore). The incrementals are stored on site as well 
as being uploaded to the vitalEsafe site. This other machine had COMPLETELY di� erent hardware, but we were able 
to get it up and running with all the users and everything else intact in under 4 hours. We were amazed. We wouldn’t 
claim that an end-user would be capable of doing the bare metal restore, but our technician said it was the cleanest 
process he’d ever seen.

Highly recommended, especially at those sites where you’d like to be able to assure some level of recovery from a 
server failure.”

- Andrew Bates, President, Softrak Systems, Vancouver, BC Canada

“I recently experienced a complete failure of my laptop hard drive.  Since I’m on the road a lot, I keep an unusually large 
(over 200GB) amount of applications/data on my hard drive. vitalEsafe was able to restore everything to the newly 
installed hard drive from my local backup in a matter of hours.  Best of all everything was exactly like it was at the time 
of the backup.  It couldn’t have been easier and I couldn’t be more pleased.”

- Randy Rhodes, President, Harvest Select Cat� sh, Tuscaloosa, AL

At the request of one of our clients, we recently simulated a disaster recovery including a full test restore of their server 
to completely new/di� erent hardware.  Even though it is a small server (approximately 35GB of data), we were still 
amazed that the entire restore process from an empty computer to a completely working Windows 2003 Small Busi-
ness Server took us less than 1 hour.  Basically the server is restored as quickly as the data can be copied from the 
external backup drive.  We recommend shadowSafe to all our customers.”

- John Seymour, Martin Software Associates, Birmingham, AL

“You have a great product and I only sell great products!”
- Ken Aberdeen, Aberdeen Business Consulting, Kamloops, BC Canada



Just a few of our customers

What our customers and resellers are saying about 
SHADOWSAFE

“Recently something corrupted the C:\Windows\system32\con� g folder on our server. The problem was the serv-
er wouldn’t boot because this folder wasn’t intact. Fortunately we had recently installed vitalEsafe’s shadowSafe 
Backup and Disaster Recovery Service, so we were able to use the bootable CD-ROM to boot the server and recover 
the � les from our local backup copy. Our old backup solution would not have been able to recover from this situa-
tion because it (like most) requires the server to be running before restoring � les.  Total time to recover was less than 
15 minutes.  I should add that we are a CPA � rm and this was during tax season, so we were VERY pleased and will 
be recommending SHADOWSAFE to all of our clients.”

-Omar Dragustinvois, Despacho Cortes del Toro, Reynosa, Mexico
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P. O. Box 71102
Tuscaloosa, AL  35407
Website: http://www.vitalesafe.com
Email: info@vitalesafe.com
Telephone: 205.414.1903

How does your current backup and disaster recovery (BDR) solution compare?
Below is a checklist so that you can evaluate your current BDR solution to see if perhaps it is time to con-
sider a more comprehensive solution.  The questions can easily be answered with either a yes or a no by the 
person responsible for implementing your backups.

Feature Your BDR solution SHADOWSAFE BDR
1) Makes complete (100%) backups of your entire machine

2) Retains up to a full year’s point-in-time backup images

3) Automatically keeps both on-site and o� -site copies of 
your backups

4) Provides you with secure encrypted o� -site storage and 
secure transmission of backups across the Internet

5) Makes complete backups without closing applications or 
shutting down databases

6) Your backups can be restored to an empty/di� erent 
computer (no operating system required)

7) Your backups are actively monitored (daily) by someone 
to insure your backups are complete and can be restored 
when needed

Don’t let anyone tell you that you shouldn’t worry if your BDR doesn’t provide you with all the features 
listed in the table above.  Failure for any one of these reasons can be a disaster of its own!


